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The history of the legal emblem has not been written. A seemingly fortuitous invention of the humanist lawyer Andrea Alciato in 1531, the emblem book
is an extraordinary pictorial turn in the early history of publishing and in the emergence of modern
law. The preponderance of juridical and normative
themes, of images of rule and infraction, of obedience and error in the emblem books is critical to their
purpose and interest. It is no accident that the history
of this highly successful scholarly genre is dominated
in authorship and content by lawyers.
This book is the history of the emblem tradition as a juridical genre, along with the concept of, and training in obiter
depicta, in things seen along the way to judgment. It argues
that these picture books of law depict norms and abuses in
classically derived forms that become the visual standards of
governance. Despite the plethora of vivid ﬁgures and virtual
symbols that deﬁne and transmit law, contemporary lawyers
are not trained in the critical apprehension of the visible. This
book is the ﬁrst to reconstruct the history of the emblem tradition so as to evidence the extent to which a gallery of images
of law already exists and structures how the public realm is
displayed, made present, and viewed.
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Key Features
• This is the ﬁrst book to study emblems as depictions of law
• A novel interpretation of the symbols of justice
• Presents a theory of visiocracy, the governance of vision

Contents
1. Introduction; 2. Obiter depicta as an element of law; 3.
Devising law: a short history of legal emblems; 4. The sovereign likes to hide: visualizing hierarchy; 5. The foolosophy of
justice and the enigma of law; 6. The hand of the law and its
amputation; 7. Visibilities: persons, things, actions; 8. Conclusion: virtual laws.
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